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MEMBERSHIP FEES
The proposed membership fees for the year (January – December) will be Single
$20.00, Family $30.00 and International memberships $30.00. Members who join after
1st November will be credited for the following year. All financial members of the
Society receive a copy of the Journal, which is currently published twice a year.
Whilst every attempt is made to ensure that the information therein is correct, it is
the individual authors who accept the responsibility for the contents of their articles.
Unless otherwise stated, with the exception of January, July and possibly December,
all meetings are held on the first Saturday of each month at 2.00 p.m. in St. James
Uniting Church Hall, 21 Gillies Street, Curtin.
Please remember to wear your name tag so that we can all get to know each other,
and you must sign the Attendance Book when you arrive, this will ensure that you
are covered by the Public Liability Insurance that the Society pays each year.
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Carolyn Brody
It is encouraging hearing members are working in and enjoying their gardens,
continuing to grow their beautiful Geraniums and Fuchsias. We are planning great
activities and speakers for 2021!
I have heard that many members are keen to attend our meetings once again. We
plan to have our usual Geranium and Fuchsia cutting sharing and planting days, as
well as some fabulous guest speakers.
We held our first meeting for the year at an outdoor meeting in Jill Fox’s lovely
garden in November 2020. Thank you Jill, for having us as you are a wonderful host
and you have such a beautiful garden.
And of course, as we were unable to hold our Annual Sale Day this year due to
COVID-19, we held our sale on 6 March 2021 and what a splendid success it was.
Congratulations to Janelle for winning the Garden Clubs of Australia, Ann Clark
Williams Medallion. The medallion was awarded for: ‘Long outstanding service by
a member to his/her affiliated club’. Comments from the Garden Clubs of Australia
include, “I am glad you nominated her. Clearly she is a member that deserves to be
officially recognised for the contribution she makes to your Garden Club. The
Committee was very impressed by her commitment and achievements”.
Rex Daley was also proudly nominated by our committee for his ‘Outstanding
contribution by an individual to gardening and/or horticulture’. In the Journal, you
will find further information about Janelle’s award, and Janelle and Rex’s
nominations. (Eds. note: these appear in the October 2020 journal).
Thank you to the members who have written to me throughout the year. It was great
to hear from you! Thanks also to the Committee who have provided support to the
Society throughout this difficult year. Your good work and input is much
appreciated.
“Everything that slows us down and forces patience, everything that sets us back into the
slow circles of nature is a help. Gardening is an instrument of grace.” May Sarton
While we have missed meeting with you in 2020, it was more important to keep
well and safe. We look forward to getting together with you once again every
month for our Society meetings.
NEW MEMBERS
The Society welcomes a new member, Symmone Turner, who joined the society at
the March display/sale.
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VALE
We extend our heartfelt sympathy to our long-standing member Val Whitton and
her family in the very sad passing of her husband Jim after a long illness.
Also, it is with sadness that we note the passing of two of our Life Members recently.
Diana O’Brien
Diana was an active member of the Society from
1978 and over that time held many positions
including that of President, Secretary and Journal
Editor. She was made a Life Member in February
2003 following many years of contributions to the
Society and to the plant family ‘Geraniaceae’.
She was Convenor of the first annual show of the
Society in 1980 which was officially opened by
Lady Cowen, wife of the then Governor-General. In
1999 she again was Convenor of the very successful
International Pelargonium & Geranium Conference
‘Pelargoniums for Pleasure’ held in Canberra by the
Society which included guest speakers from the
UK, Germany, Canada, USA and South Africa. This
Conference involved regular planned meetings
over three years to stage the event and was an outstanding success, forging ongoing
friendships with overseas societies.
On moving to Australia from Manchester, Diana became particularly interested in
pelargoniums and eventually studied horticulture at the Canberra Institute of
Technology. As well as being a horticulturalist she was a garden writer and
published several books including ‘Scented Leaf Pelargoniums’ in 1983 and
‘Growing Geraniums & Pelargoniums’ in 2002. She wrote extensive articles on
pelargoniums and geraniums for the Society’s journal, and garden columns, firstly
for the Canberra Times from 1984, and then for the Chronicle from 1997 until her
retirement and move to Queensland in 2019 to be closer to her son and daughter.
Diana always contributed to the success of our annual Displays with her
organisational skills and by encouraging members to grow and display plants or to
contribute in other ways and promoted the Society through her articles and contact
with other clubs.
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‘The Geraniaceae Family’ set up by Diana for the 2013 Display
In 2010 she received the President of Garden Clubs of Australia Award for
outstanding contribution by an individual to gardening and/or horticulture.
Diana passed away in December and our heartfelt sympathies go to her family.
Betty Yeats
The Society extends its deepest sympathies to Betty’s family on her passing on the 7th
of March.
Betty was often described by her friends in the Society as a ‘national treasure’. She
will be fondly remembered as a passionate lover of fuchsias. She always greeted
everyone with her lovely smile and warm welcome and helped out where needed.
She was always one of the first to arrive at the Hall to help with the setting up for
our meetings and shows.
Betty joined the Society in 1984 and held positions from 1987 to 2001, serving in one
or up to three positions at a time covering Committee, Welfare Officer, Registrar of
Growers, Publicity Officer, Attendance Register and Assistant Display Organiser.
She was made a life member in February 2004. Betty was a much loved and highly
valued member of our Society and will be missed by all our members. Always
smiling and ready to help wherever she was needed, in more recent years, one of
Betty’s favourite places was on the admissions table at the Society’s Displays and
plant sales, as here in our photo from the 2013 Display.
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Following a fall and broken hip several years ago, Betty still attended meetings
whenever she was able.
Betty’s funeral was held on the 15th of March, followed by a wake at St James
Uniting Church attended by Rex and Nancye Daley, Irene Brewer, Janet Johnson and
Maria Geppert, on behalf of the Society. At the request of Betty’s family for fuchsias
to decorate the hall, Irene and Maria brought in a number of pots. They were placed
around the room and added a glorious splash of colour. Betty would have been
smiling.
IMPACT OF CORONAVIRUS
Whilst the situation in Australia is currently relatively stable, we urge all of our
members to continue to follow the advice of health authorities and safe practices to
protect their health and that of their families, friends and communities. We are
looking forward to seeing everyone again at our regular meetings and any special
events organised by the committee.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS: MAY 2021 – OCTOBER 2021
At the time of writing, guest speakers haven’t been confirmed but we will keep
members informed as details are finalised. Meantime, what a wonderful opportunity
this has provided us all to share our gardening experiences. So bring along your
plants to show, and your questions or stories to share.
1 May – Monthly Meeting
Including “Show and Tell, Q & A time, raffle, library. A guest speaker has not been
found as yet so we may call on some of our members to do a presentation on their
special interests. Followed by afternoon tea.
5 June – Monthly Meeting
Including “Show and Tell, Q & A time, raffle, and library. A guest speaker has not
been found as yet so we may call on some of our members to do a presentation on
their special interests. Followed by afternoon tea.
2 or 3 July – Xmas in July Luncheon
NOTE: Pre-Covid, the monthly meeting for July has been a Social Luncheon. It is
anticipated that a Social Luncheon can be held again this year. Depending on the
venue, the Luncheon will be held on either Friday 2nd or Saturday 3rd July. Further
details will be provided as they come to hand.
7 August – Monthly Meeting
Including “Show and Tell, Q & A time, raffle, library. A guest speaker has not been
found as yet so we may call on some of our members to do a presentation on their
special interests. Followed by afternoon tea.
4 September – Monthly Meeting
Including “Show and Tell, Q & A time, raffle library. A guest speaker has not been
found as yet so we may call on some of our members to do a presentation on their
special interests. Followed by afternoon tea.
2 October – Monthly Meeting
Including “Show and Tell, Q & A time, raffle library. A guest speaker has not been
found as yet so we may call on some of our members to do a presentation on their
special interests. Followed by afternoon tea.
30 October – Bundanoon Open Gardens
Bundanoon is hosting its 25th Garden Ramble over the weekend of 30 and 31
October. This annual event in the village of Bundanoon features private gardens that
will be opened from 9.30am to 4.30pm on both days. A combination of large and
small gardens will be open, as well as stalls and refreshments in the gardens with
more plants and locally made items on sale in the Community Hall. We are looking
into arranging a bus trip for Saturday 30th and will provide more information at our
monthly meetings.
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PLANT SALE AND DISPLAY - CURTIN 6 MARCH 2021
Carolyn Brody
Plants propagated by members of the Society were offered for sale to the public at
our popular plant sale on March 6 this year. Most of the plants were propagated
from cutting material obtained from plants grown in members’ and friends’ gardens.
The sale attracted a good crowd, especially considering we are not yet out of
COVID-19 times.
Customers queued up well before the barriers went down at 1pm. Many customers
had a good idea of what they wanted. There were other hopefuls who were looking
for something that will grow well in Canberra clay and not need too much care.
Some parents brought their children, some of whom were very interested in the
plants their family bought. You never know, some of these customers may decide to
come along to the Fuchsia cuttings workshop.
Of course we would not be as successful as we are on sale day if we did not get the
excellent support that Society members provide. This support is from the members
who help us learn how to select, propagate and grow fuchsias and geraniums from
donated cuttings, as well as those who prepare our meeting rooms each month.
Thank you to the many members who advertised the sale by putting up posters and
handing out mini leaflets, came along on the day and helped set the sale up,
providing plants for sale and the display, putting up posters, taking money at the
door, manning the tables, selling plants, cuttings and books, as well as selling tickets
for the raffle. You’ll be pleased to know that Cedric Bryant fittingly won first prize in
the raffle and Jean Terbeth from Ngunnawal the second prize. Finally, thank you
also to Robyn Bible, a fabulous geranium and pelargonium specialist, for selling her
plants and adding value to the sale. Prior to closing time we had pretty much sold
out of plants. Finally, thank you to those who earnestly helped clean up at the end of
the day.
The Society’s monthly meetings are the place to learn how to propagate and grow
fuchsia and geranium plants. The Society is made up of knowledgeable, interesting
and friendly people who share a deep passion for geraniums and fuchsias and a
desire to learn more about them.
We are seeking more growers and are looking at having working bees on a regular
basis to assist people to pot cuttings and other tasks. We are more than happy to
help. If you are interested, please let me or someone on the Committee know.
New members are always very welcome!
Note: Between setting up the hall and the actual plant sale, we held our Annual
General Meeting (AGM). The minutes of the AGM will be read at the next AGM.
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Eds. Note: Thanks to our hard working members, who set up the hall in record time,
ensuring that we were Covid compliant, and with a special mention to Carolyn
Brody, who ensured we were Canberra-app compliant at such very short notice!
Thanks also to Irene Brewer, Joan Powell, Carolyn Brody and Maria Geppert, for
their beautiful display plants. And thanks to our growers, who are the backbone of
our plant sales - Margaret and Ivan Roberts (184 fuchsias…… what an outstanding
achievement!), Joan Powell, Carolyn Brody, Owen Heness and once again to Robyn
Bible, who has been specialising in pelargoniums and geraniums for over 46 years.
Robyn travelled from North Richmond with an extensive collection of some of her
plants for the sale. And finally, thanks to Joan, Margaret, Ivan, Peter, Owen and
Irene for providing advice to many people.
Financial Outcome for the Society
•
•
•
•
•

232 plants were sold, of those 24 were donated. Average sale price was $4.38
$143.40 commission was received for the sale of plants.
$130 of raffle tickets sold. Thanks to Jill Fox’s hard work
93 people came through the door.
$788.65 profit – well done.
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FEATURE PLANT – FUCHSIA ‘EMPRESS OF PRUSSIA’
One of Betty Yeats’ favourite fuchsias,
‘Empress of Prussia’ is a hardy cultivar
first grown in Britain in 1868. Its tube and
sepals are a vivid scarlet, and the corolla
is purple-magenta. (The photo doesn’t do
it justice!)
It carries large single flowers in profusion,
and has an upright bushy habit with thick
stems. It is self-branching and freeflowering and best grown as a bush.
‘Empress of Prussia’ grows readily
outdoors in Canberra, provided it is
sheltered from strong winds and winter
frosts, and facing in an east to northeasterly direction. As with all fuchsias, it
loves the morning sun. A neighbour has
been growing ‘Empress of Prussia’
against the front wall of her house for
many years, and it flowers very freely all
through summer. Given the right conditions in the garden, it will grow very
vigorously and well over a metre in height, although its size can be contained quite
readily in a pot. A recent article in the Horticultural Society of Canberra journal
shows Rex Daley dwarfed by the ‘Empress of Prussia’ growing in his garden!
Our photo is a close-up of “Empress of Prussia’ growing in a pot, underneath a large
bottle brush. It is definitely worth a go in Canberra. An oldie but a goodie!
OPEN GARDEN AT MARGARET & IVAN’S
Those members who were unable to come along to Margaret’s and Ivan’s open
garden on the 27th of March missed out on a delightful experience. Despite the
forbidding looking weather around lunchtime, the afternoon was warm and sunny
and we were able to enjoy a relaxing afternoon admiring the wonderful array of
fuchsias in Margaret and Ivan’s garden. There were about 50 huge hanging baskets
under a pergola besides 100s of others in pots under the pergola, under trees and in
the garden. All the plants were in a pristine state and all flowering beautifully.
Congratulations Margaret and Ivan.
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‘Titanic’

‘Pixie’
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‘Applause’

Variegated fuchsias ‘Tom West’ on the left and F. magellanica on the right
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‘Thalia’

‘Sunray’
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‘Display’

The delicate colours of ‘Hidcote Beauty’ with ‘Swingtime’ on the left
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OVERWINTERING OF PELARGONIUMS
Rex Daley
Pelargonium growers unfortunately do not have the luxury of Fuchsia growers, in
that there is virtually no dormant growth period during winter. In fact to keep
Pelargoniums healthy during this period requires a lot of care.
They, the plants must be:
1. Placed in a frost-free situation.
2. Kept on the dry side – watering? If in doubt don’t.
3. Keep the soil surface free of dead leaves and flower heads as these will attract
mould/fungus, which will be threatening to the health of your plant.
4. Restrict the use of fertilizers to one which is appropriate to the season of winter,
Bloom Booster (N. 6.19 – P 14.64 – K 16.8) is but one, which has the very low
nitrogen level and the required level of Phosphorus, which enhances good root
and cell multiplication. In winter months one application every three weeks is
ample. Alternately Seasol can be used.
5. Give the pot plant a quarter turn each week to get an even growth all round on
the plant.
6. Mid-April is not too late to take cuttings; they should strike before the onset of
real cold weather.
7. May is really too late to consider pruning and shaping your plant. The best one
should attempt at this time, particularly with Zonals, is to push out the growing
tip at the end of each stem. This will ensure that any slow growth which will
occur during the almost dormant winter period is reflected in bushing up the
plant by having new growth appear lower down the branches. Shaping will thus
be much easier to achieve once frosts have finished. The canes of well-established
Ivy Leaved Pelargoniums are an exception to the above, provided they are
protected from frost. However, you will need to seal each cut with a spray of
methylated spirits at the time of cutting to ensure you have sealed the wound
from disease.
8. The month of August is always a difficult time for survival of potted plants:
winds quickly dry out the potting mix, and future watering may just run down
the sides of the soil in the pot. An unhealthy dry look of the plant and leaves will
indicate this. To remedy, completely submerge the pot in a bucket of water and
leave until air bubbles cease to appear. Take the pot out and let it drain. At this
point mix up some “Weta Soil” in a watering can and slowly water into the soil
in the pot; this will open up the soil around the roots which often packs tight
with some soil mixes, preventing water penetration.
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9. In mid to late August the plant will start to show signs of new growth. At this
point a weak weekly application of soluble fertilizer such as “Thrive All
Purpose” (which is high in nitrogen, N 27, P 5.5, K 9) will give the plant a good
push along in growth. Continue this for 3 to 4 weeks and then switch to a
fertilizer high in Potassium, ”Phostrogen” (N 14, P 4.4, K 22.5) is but one, and
continue this on a fortnightly basis throughout the rest of the growing season.
10. Now is the time to pick out the plants you feel you would like to grow on and
nurture for display at our November show. To produce a quality plant a good
lead-time is always required.
I have always believed that if you do the hard work with your plants in the late
autumn and winter, they will reward you with a beautiful display of blooms
throughout the growing season.
FUCHSIA CARE – APRIL – SEPTEMBER
Irene Brewer
APRIL: Tidy plants by removing fallen leaves etc. so that rot does not occur and
cause Botrytis. Stop fertilising so that the plants harden off for winter. Take
cuttings, as fuchsias can produce quite a lot of growth at this time of the year after
flowering. The tip plus two sets of leaves makes the ideal cutting. Trim off the
lower two sets of leaves and put the cutting in a light mixture of perlite and
peatmoss or sand and perlite. Don’t let the cuttings get too wet, especially over
winter as they can rot. When you see the roots coming through the bottom of the
pot, the cutting is ready to be re-potted to the next size. Cuttings can be put into a 1”
pot or group cuttings in a 4” pot. Watering should be carried out in the mornings as
the nights are becoming colder.
MAY: If you have restrictions regarding space to overwinter your fuchsias in
baskets and pots, you can remove about one-third of the foliage. Watering is cut
down as the temperatures continue to drop, keeping the plants moist – do not let
them dry out. Roots that become too dry shrivel and the plant dies. It is preferable
to water plants in the morning, as watering in the evenings could cause the roots to
freeze, especially when temperatures drop to the minus degrees.
Cover the soil of baskets and pots with newspaper, coconut fibre or a mulch to keep
the roots warm during the winter months. This also applies to fuchsia plants in the
garden and helps keep the moisture in and the roots warm.
JUNE/JULY: Your fuchsias should now show signs of “winter rest”. They would
have shed their foliage, so remove all leaves that have dropped. This will help to get
rid of all the pests, eggs and fungus spores that may be hibernating on them. If pot
plants or baskets are in an exposed area prone to frosts, move plants to a more
sheltered area against walls and under cover. It this is not possible, drape marix
cloth over the plants to prevent frost from settling on the plants. Keep plants barely
moist but do not let them completely dry out.
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AUGUST: Keep the surface of the plants free from debris. Lightly water plants to
keep them moist but not overly wet. As the temperatures rise some plants can
produce early shoots. Do not be tempted to prune until you are sure that the plants
cannot be damaged from late frosts. Overhead spraying of plants will soften old
wood and encourage sprouting of new shoots. When pruning, make sure the plants
are given a good shaping, especially in pots and baskets. If plants shoot from the
base of the plant, the old wood can be cut back quite hard.
SEPTEMBER: As the plants continue to produce new growth it is time to introduce
a light fertilizer, with higher nitrogen content to encourage new growth. It is
important to start pinching out the plant early to encourage a bushy growth. When
two to three sets of leaves form, pinch out the growing tip. Even if the plants start to
produce flowers early, cut these off and continue to pinch out growing tips until the
plant has a desired shape. Then it can be left to produce the flowers for summer.
Once flowers form you then introduce a fertilizer that is higher in potassium to
increase the flowering. For an instant bushy pot plant or basket, plant out three to
four small plants in the one container, placing the plants more into the centre of the
container, as the roots will grow out to the sides of the container.
Some snippets from ‘The Growing of Fuchsias in the ACT and Surrounding
Districts’ published by the Society in 1988 as a contribution to Australia’s BiCentenary and to Canberra’s 75th Birthday There is such a thing as Fuchsiamania and that is serious! If you have one plant you will
want two, if you have two you will want ten and after that you are on the slippery slope of
the above disease!
On the more practical side Recycling Potting Mix – DON’T! You are chancing bacteria, fungus, parasites and mould.
Even if you are repotting an older plant, the loose soil may contain salts – a buildup that you
do not want. Only recycle containers after they have been scrubbed and disinfected.
And just for fun What a person needs in gardening is a cast iron back, with a hinge in it!

SOUTH PACIFIC HYDROPONICS
Your ONE-STOP-SHOP for:
Propagation solutions, heating pads, lighting, nutrients, perlite/vermiculite mixes,
thermostats and all your other growing needs.
OPEN 7 DAYS
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84 Wollongong St
FYSHWICK ACT
Ph: 02 62392598
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WINTER TASKS
•
•
•
•

Thoroughly clean and disinfect empty garden pots and containers.
Wipe clean previously used plant labels.
Tidy and disinfect the work area.
Check and if necessary replace supplies of fertilisers, sprays etc. for the
coming Spring.
A BIT OF HISTORY

Geranium robertianum, commonly known as ‘Herb Robert’ has earned the name of
‘stinking Bob’ in some parts of England because of the somewhat unpleasant odour
of its foliage. Native to Europe and Asia, ‘Herb Robert’ is also naturalised in North
America where it was gathered in summer and used medicinally, as it was in
Europe. The plant is now little used in contemporary herbal medicine but
occasionally as an astringent and wound healer.
This strong-smelling annual or biennial herb, growing to around 60 cms, has deeply
cleft red-green leaves, small bright pink flowers and pointed seed capsules, which
explode freely, creating a somewhat weedy plant in cultivation.
Gardeners looking for non-toxic remedies for plant pests in gardens will find an old
panful of ‘Herb Robert’ leaves, boiled then cooled and diluted, makes a useful and
effective spray for insect pests such as aphids.
Revised and reprinted from the August 2010 Society Journal.
GROWING MEDIA FOR POTTED PLANTS
Joan Powell
Most growing media available on the market today consists mainly of decomposed
bark. These media, even those with slow release fertiliser and water crystals added,
perform well in the short term, then tend to dry out and compress, resulting in poor
air circulation around the roots of the plants. Once the compost has dried out it is
difficult to successfully re-wet the soil and the best solution is to re-pot the plant.
I believe that a good growing medium is vital to the health of plants. I make my own
mix which consists of:
1 ½ bags of Martins basic potting mix
1 coco peat brick *
1/3 bucket of perlite *
¼ bucket of coarse river sand
¼ bucket of agricultural zeolite *
A couple of handfuls of charcoal to keep the mix sweet and
A handful of blood and bone
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*-When soaking the coco brick I add ½ cup of Seasol, ¼ cup Charlie Carp and a large
tablespoon of potash to the water (stir well before adding the coco brick). I always
purchase quality coco bricks from the Hydroponics store as some of the cheaper
brands may contain harmful levels of salt.
*-Perlite has been used for many years as a growing medium either by itself or as an
additive to other mediums. It is excellent at retaining moisture, lightweight and
provides aeration vital to the roots of container plants. Perlite should always be
dampened and you must wear a mask and safety glasses as the dust is harmful to
your lungs and eyes.
*-Zeolite is an inorganic volcanic rock which can absorb up to 55% of its weight in
water and its mineral composition includes calcium, magnesium and potassium in
small quantities. It improves long term soil quality, retains chemical nutrients for use
by the plant when needed, thus reducing the loss of those nutrients. I now use
Zeolite in my propagating mix# and find that both pelargonium and fuchsia cuttings
develop an excellent root system. Zeolite also reduces nitrogen toxicity.
Coarse river sand provides the mix with excellent drainage and helps bind the other
ingredients evenly. In autumn and winter I always add extra sand to my mix to aid
drainage during the colder months. I do not add water crystals to my potting mix
and usually leave the mix to settle for a week or two. I then check the pH before use.
For hanging baskets I use less sand and add more perlite and coco peat to make the
mix less weighty. If the basket is to be located in a less protected position where it
will dry out quickly, I do make an exception and add some water crystals.
#Propagating Mix
1 part good quality seed raising mix (I use Debco)
1 part zeolite mix (made up of 1 part sand + 1 part zeolite)
1 part coco peat (½ cup Seasol + 1 level tablespoon of potash added to the
soaking water).
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TYPES OF PELARGONIUMS
Zonal Pelargoniums. These are also known as bedding geraniums which is their
primary use in much of the US and Europe. The leaves are roundish and some have
a darker, c-shaped band in the leaf. Flowers are borne in dense clusters on long
stalks. They may be single (5 petals), semi-double or double. They come in a variety
of colours from white to dark red with an infinite number of shades of pink, orange,
scarlet. This favourite group has given rise to a variety of additional types including
speckled and striped petals (bird’s egg, New Life and paint-box types), forked petals
and leaves (stellars), rolled petals (poinsettia types), etc.
Ivy Pelargoniums. This group consists of plants with elongate stems that tend to flop
on the ground or grow up through surrounding vegetation. They are particularly
well suited to growing in hanging baskets or raised planters. The leaves are often
smooth and shiny and have 3-5 large teeth or pointed lobes. The flower colour range
is similar to that of the zonal geraniums.
Fancy Leaf Pelargoniums. If the leaves of a plant are variegated in some way (most
commonly with a whitish or yellowish margin) they qualify as fancy leaf geraniums.
The greens may come in various shades, giving rise to yellow, chartreuse or
“golden” leaves as well as the very dark green found in many recent cultivars. The
most colourful types are found amongst the zonal geraniums where the dark
coloured band is superimposed on the green and white patterns in the leaf.
Regal Pelargoniums. These have the large, often-patterned flowers borne in fewflowered clusters. The leaves are usually coarsely toothed and may be pleasantly
scented. The petals may be ruffled or fringed and may be quite gaudily coloured and
patterned.
Scented Leaf Pelargoniums. This group contains any plants which produce glandular
hairs which secrete scented compounds (usually called essential oils). Many of the
species geraniums are naturally scented but breeders have crossed various types and
selected some for essential oil production. This is particularly true for the “rose
scented geraniums” whose oil is produced in commercial quantities and used in the
perfume and cosmetics industries. Depending on which chemicals predominate, the
scents are variously described as rose, lemon, lime, citrus, nutmeg, peppermint,
apple, champagne, cinnamon, coconut, pineapple, etc. The less pleasantly scented
leaves are referred to as “pungent.”
Angel Pelargoniums. Angels are in many ways miniature versions of the regal
geranium although the lower colours are not as spectacular or varied as those of the
regals.
Species Pelargoniums. These are the plants as found in nature. They are adapted to
diverse soil and climatic conditions. They vary in habit and stature; some are quite
unruly while others are of large stature. Many are adapted to survival in the deserts
of South Africa so may be tuberous, succulent or spiny.
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Our financial records have been audited and as usual the report has been lodged
with the relevant department. Following is the statement of income and
expenditure. The loss of $398.40 can be put down to on the income side, minimum
membership renewals, no income from a display/plant sale and no raffles due to the
limited number of meetings. Expenses of Garden Club membership, magazine
subscription and insurance, PO Box rental, maintenance of the web site and the
auditor’s gift are necessary expenses regardless of how often we meet.
CANBERRA GERANIUM & FUCHSIA SOCIETY INC.
STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

INCOME

2020
Admissions
Bus Trip
Donated Plant Sales & Commission
Donations
Interest
Membership
Raffle
Total Income

90.62
630.00
84.00
$804.62

2019
225.85
2050.00
454.80
40.00
110.84
1090.00
547.25
$4,518.74

EXPENDITURE
Ann Dalgarno Prize
Auditors Gift
Xmas Party Supplies
Entry to Gardens
Flowers for member
Gifts for Speakers
Garden Clubs of Aust - Membership
Garden Clubs of Aust - Magazine
Garden Clubs of Aust - Insurance
Hall Rental
Hire of Bus
Maintenance of Web site
P.O. Box Rental
Postage
Printing of Journal
Raffle Expenses
Refund to Members - Bus Trip
Stationery
Workshop Incidentals
Total Expenditure

14.67
35.86
$1,203.02

30.00
100.00
32.70
660.00
0.00
88.83
75.00
15.00
143.14
840.00
1210.00
254.93
135.00
30.00
179.85
87.50
190.00
25.04
39.98
$4,136.97

NET PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR

($398.40)

$381.77

Canberra Geranium & Fuchsia Society Inc.

100.00

112.90
75.00
15.00
147.67
216.00
136.68
134.00
61.40
153.84
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